California Promise Student Information
Promise Pledge/First time students

**PERC-AB19P** (potential) after signing the promise pledge on-line students will have an AB19P added to their account in Datatel; this will stop the students from getting dropped. Added on 8/01/2018

**September 4th is the deadline** to complete All the requirements
- FASFA/DreamAct
- Application
- Assessment
- Ed plan
- Orientation

**September 21st PERC-AB19E** -- Eligibility of the AB19 student are determined. Student accounts will be updated accordingly. ALL AB19P will have an end date, only the ELIGIBLY students will have a new AB19E added. If an account DOES NOT have a new AB19E and the AB19P they are not eligible (we won't know why)

What does the Promise, “first year of College Pay for”?
- **Enrollment fees only**
  - Students will be responsible for ALL other fees Health fee, Student Rep fee and ALL material fees.

*Accounts will be adjusted to show what the student owes, don’t know when or what it will look like.
*Fee’s may be paid individually or the District may create a “waiver” like the BOG for the Promise students
*Working on a mass email to the students who are POTENTIAL candidates.
* Will a follow up email go out to the students who are not eligible for the free year? Will an email go out for the ones who are eligible? IDK

* PERC is the acronym to look up holds (good and bad) in a student account. In short, it is away for departments to communicate why they can’t register or obtain transcripts or notations regarding international student and Ch33 Veterans.